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Bob's Bombinations 

By Bob Carter, Heartland Region Director 

Note: I began writing this over the US Thanksgiving weekend, so you 
will find a lot of "thanks" in here. Sort of a theme, you might say. 

When I wrote my Director's Column for last winter's edition of the Bull, 
the Heartland Region consisted of seven states, one province, and one 
territory. As I write this column for this winter's edition, we are now nine 
states, two provinces, and one territory. In the fall edition of the Buffalo 
Bull I was able to officially welcome our members in Montana, 
Saskatchewan, and Wyoming to the Heartland Region. In this issue, I 
get to welcome the representatives for Montana (Amanda Hagerty) and 
Wyoming (Stacey Moore), who are continuing in those positions. Since 
Saskatchewan did not have a representative, Sloan Cathcart, Manitoba 
representative, has volunteered to act as the representative for both 
provinces for the time being. My thanks to all three of them for 
continuing to serve our regional membership and support the efforts of 
NAI. 

Speaking of state/provincial representatives, Wisconsin has been 
lacking one for a while. But no longer. During the NAI National 
Conference in Spokane, Megan Espe of UWSP volunteered to fill that 
position. My thanks to Megan for stepping up. You can find out a little 
about Megan, Stacey, Amanda, and Sloan on the Heartland Region 
website. 

Oooh, speaking of the website, if you haven't been there for a while 
you need to get a cup, glass, mug, stein, of your favorite beverage and 
do a little surfing. Web Administrator Trish Greninger has been busy 
adding and enhancing a range of regional information. In addition to 
regional leadership photos, which were added some time ago, you will 
now be able to read a little about each of the members of your regional 
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leadership team. Changes and enhancements to the website are 
continuing as we try to make it a one-stop place to keep up with 
regional structure, news, and events. I find myself continually thanking 
Trish for her suggestions and creativity. If you have any suggestions 
for additions to the site, we want to hear from you. Head over there and 
hang out a bit. 
  
And, speaking of the website a little more, you will also find enhanced 
information on our regional workshops there along with a rolling 
calendar of dates for all events and business in the region. I mentioned 
the calendar in the last Bull but I want to emphasize it again. My thanks 
to Laura Jones, Nina Baki, and Becky Stokes Lambert, your Regional 
Board, for helping me draft that and to the entire Regional Leadership 
Council, too many to name here, for vetting the draft calendar. AND, 
speaking of calendars, this might be a good time to check yours and 
finalize your plans for attending our next regional workshop, April 4-7, 
2018, in Austin, MN. My thanks to Vicky Wachtler and her workshop 
crew for finding new meanings for SPAM and sharing it all with us. 
  
In my entirely humble opinion, yes, really, the highlight of the last 
quarter of this year and of the NAI National Conference in Spokane 
was the awards ceremony. In case you missed it, our own Heather 
Hucka, Iowa Representative and Regional Deputy Director-Elect, was 
the winner of NAI's Master Front-Line Interpreter Award. You can read 
more about that elsewhere in this issue of the Buffalo Bull. And 
speaking of the Buffalo Bull, my thanks to Bull Editor Lilly Jensen, who 
has kept all things Bull on track and on time for so long and so well. 
  
My last thanks I want to send out to all of you, the Heartland Region 
membership, for being NAI members, and especially Heartland Region 
members. 
  
Okay, one more thanks, to me, for finally getting done with this Thank 
You Storm. See you in the New Year. 
  
Bob Carter 
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Heather Hucka Receives National Award 

    
Heather Hucka, naturalist with the Story County 
Conservation Board in Iowa, was awarded a 
2017 Master Frontline Interpreter Award at the 
NAI National Conference in Spokane, 
Washington. The Master Frontline Interpreter 
Award is presented to an individual who 
demonstrates a mastery of interpretive 
techniques, program development, and design 
of creative projects. 
  

http://interpnet.com/
http://interpnet.com/
http://naiheartlandregion.weebly.com/
http://files.constantcontact.com/05c7b050101/00d2bb68-924c-4303-9ad3-a431f8a5b11a.pdf
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 Fall Issue           September 1 
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The following description of Heather was included in the nomination 
form submitted by her friend and fellow naturalist, Victoria DeVos: 
Heather has made Story County Conservation an interpretive leader 
for all of Iowa. Her mastery of 28 different outreach programs and 16 
field trip offerings, each with a distinct theme, would be a challenge for 
anybody, but Heather does it all, and with passion and dedication. 
Heather took her department's Summer Youth Program to new heights 
by developing caving explorations and local overnight paddling and 
camping trips to encourage confidence in the outdoors and team 
building. Eventually, this would expand into more ambitious trips 
around the country. Her leadership and dedication has exposed Iowa 
youth to life-changing backpacking experiences in the Smoky 
Mountains, Black Hills, and Rocky Mountains. As the Heartland Region 
Iowa State Coordinator, she wrote and subsequently administered a 
nearly $18,000 grant that provided financial assistance to 54 
interpreters from Iowa to attend a national conference. 
  
Heather received support from the NAI National Office and Story 
County Conservation made it possible for her supervisor, long-time NAI 
member Jerry Keys, to attend the conference and award presentation. 
Heather's husband, Ben, was also able to accompany her on the trip. 
What Heather didn't know was that some of her Iowa friends and 
colleagues and NAI folks helped coordinate the arrival of her entire 
family for the awards banquet. Her first surprise was when her two 
daughters and her parents arrived along with Ben's parents. Heather 
had a further surprise shortly before the awards banquet kicked off 
when her brother and sister-in-law also showed up from Arizona. 
Needless to say, a great evening for Heather was made even greater 
by having so much of her family there to celebrate with her. 
  
Congratulations Heather! You have made the Heartland Region, Iowa, 
and Story County very proud! 
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2018 Regional Workshop 
From the Minnesota Workshop 
Committee  

   
SPAM! Heartland Regional Workshop 
April 4-7, 2018 
Austin, Minnesota 
  
Does SPAM stand for Sparking Positive 
Actions in Minnesota? How about Staying 
Purposeful in Austin Minnesota? Or maybe 
Sustainable, Provocative, Austin, 
Minnesota? Perhaps it means Spiced Pork 
and Ham?  
 
Come to our annual Regional Workshop in 
SPAMtown, USA and find out! Conveniently 
located in South Central Minnesota near the intersections of Interstates 
90 and 35, Austin has plenty to offer: State Parks, Bike Trails, Historic 
Sites, Wind and Solar Farms, Nature Center, Wineries, Art, and of 
course, the world-class SPAM Museum. 
  
Registration information will be available soon, so stay tuned! 
Online registration will be available here and additional information will 
be sent out via email.   
  
Call for Presenters: Now available on the workshop website. 
Submissions are due January 12, 2018.  
  
Scholarships are available! See below.    
  
If you are interested in helping with this workshop please contact Vicky 
Wachtler at Vicky.wachtler@threeriversparks.org.  
 
See you in Austin! 
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http://www.interpnet.com/NAI/interp/Events/NAI_Regional_Workshops/nai/_events/NAI_Regional_Workshops.aspx?hkey=6745e669-2651-4625-928a-a890298fa53b
https://naiheartlandregion.weebly.com/2018-minnesota.html


Scholarships Available for 2018 Regional 
Workshop   
By Jenny Sazama, Scholarship Chair 
  
Scholarships Provide Assistance to 
Members!  
Submit your application for the Regional 
Workshop by Jan 30, 2018. 
 
Several scholarships are available for both 
Professionals and Student members. They 
cover the early registration workshop fee 
($275 Professional, $200 Students). 
Depending on the number of recipients and 
fund availability, the scholarship amount may 
increase to cover some lodging cost as well. 
Scholarships are issued as a 
reimbursement. Recipients receive a check 
after requirements are fulfilled.  
  
Eligibility 
All applicants must be current NAI members. This scholarship 
opportunity is open to members of any Region and Province. Students 
should be enrolled at least part time in a college or university. 
Professionals should be working in the field of interpretation. Members 
of the Scholarship Committee, their employees, and immediate family 
are not eligible. 
  
To Apply: 
Each applicant must submit 

1. A completed application form 
2. A letter of support from a professor, supervisor or colleague 
3. Complete an additional item, as described below: 

STUDENTS:Create a program title and brief description with SPAM as 
your topic. Be sure to indicate your audience's age range. Photos 
encouraged. Be creative and relevant. Inspire us to attend your 
program! 
  
PROFESSIONALS: Design a takeaway item (handout, postcard, 
bookmark, button, etc.) that inspires participants in your imaginary 
program on SPAM (what do you want them to think about after they've 
attended?) Give it an interpretive tag line. Note: You do not necessarily 
have to produce the item, just design it.   
  
If selected, your submission may appear in the Buffalo Bull. Selection 
criteria include grammar, organization and flow, following direction, 
relevance and universal appeal, career goals (for students) and 
contribution/involvement in NAI/interpretive field (for professionals).  
  
All materials must be received or postmarked by January 30, 2018.  
Recipients will be notified by February 15, 2018.  
  
 



Recipient must: 
1. Attend the entire workshop. 
2. Volunteer in at least two areas for the workshop. Recipients 

are expected to volunteer at the live auction. 
3. Write a brief summary about their experience at the Regional 

Workshop and include a photo of themselves there. 
  
Request Application Form & Submit Materials to:  
Jenny Sazama  
jsazama@lcfpd.org  
847/968-3482 
LCFPD-EE Services 
1899 W. Winchester Road 
Libertyville, IL 60048 
  
Application materials are available on the Heartland Region website.  
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2018 Mini-Grant Applications Available 
January 1 
By Debra Nowak, Mini-Grants Chair 
  
The NAI Heartland Region Mini-Grants committee is excited to offer 
another cycle of grants to help the Heartland Region accomplish some 
great interpretive projects in 2018. The grants committee will consider 
funding for interpretive projects and programs. The funds may be used 
for things such as exhibit design and production, workbooks, 
equipment, living history props, research, planning, and educational 
materials. The application will be available January 1st with a deadline 
of February 28, 2018. Grants will be awarded to successful applicants 
by March 30, 2018. Visit the Region website for requirements, the 
application form, or to see some of the projects that have been funded 
previously. For questions, contact Debra Nowak at (920) 766-4733 or 
Debra-thousandisland@new.rr.com 
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https://naiheartlandregion.weebly.com/mini-grants.html


Now Accepting Nominations for 2018 Awards  

By Jen Guest, Awards Chair 
  
Do you know or work with someone deserving 
an award? So many individuals (and groups) in 
our Region are talented, dedicated, 
hardworking, and underappreciated. Please 
share how special they are by honoring them 
with an award recognizing their abilities and 
contributions to the field of interpretation. 
  
There are six award categories to choose from 
to fit your nominee: Master Front Line 
Interpreter, Master Interpretive Manager, 
Meritorious Service, Outstanding New 
Interpreter, Outstanding Contribution to the 
Heartland Region Newsletter, and Excellence in Interpretive Support 
(non-members of NAI can qualify). 
  
Check out the Heartland Region website to download a nomination 
form and contact Jen Guest if you have any questions: 
jguest@fpdwc.org or call at 815-722-1648.  
  
Nomination forms and letters of support must be received by January 
31st, 2018. 
  
The awards will be presented at the annual Heartland Region 
Workshop in Austin, Minnesota, in April 2018. 
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Membership Grants for Full-time Students  
By Jenny Sazama, Scholarship Chair 

 
NAI is a great organization full of opportunities for students who want 
to network, find employment and gain professional skills in the field of 
interpretation. The Heartland Region wants to encourage students to 
become members to take advantage of these opportunities and 
benefits like mini-grants for projects and scholarships to workshops by 
providing grants on a first-apply basis. Awardees will be selected by 
the Scholarship Committee through a lottery. 
 
To be eligible for an NAI student membership grant the student must 
be at full-time status and must submit the following: 

 A letter from a university/college faculty or staff verifying that 
the student is full-time 

 A 200-word statement on why he/she wants to be a member of 
NAI 

Submit these documents along with your contact information to:  
Jenny Sazama 
LCFPD-EE Services 

http://naiheartlandregion.weebly.com/awards.html


1899 W. Winchester Road  
Libertyville, IL  60048  
jsazama@lcfpd.org. 

 
Questions? Contact Jenny at 847-968-3482.  
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Inclusion at the NAI National Conference 
By Karen Tekverk 
 
If I could give the 
National Conference in 
Spokane a one-word 
theme, it would be 
"inclusion." I got the 
chance to attend this 
conference on a 
scholarship from NAI's 
Heartland Region, and 
the experience was 
amazing, not just for 
what I learned, but also 
for how it felt to 
participate. 
  
This was my first NAI conference, and it was phenomenal to see how 
much NAI is focusing on diversity. I went to some incredible 
presentations on the subject. One touched on research into increasing 
diversity, equity, and inclusion in the parks system. Another shared 
data from NAI's survey on the diversity among their own ranks, and the 
next steps for NAI. I am so excited to see some of these next steps 
implemented. 
  
However, this wasn't the only place I heard about inclusion at NAI. 
  
A few of the sessions I checked out showed strategies for reaching a 
wider, more diverse audience by moving online. After all, one way to 
get more people seeing your interpreters is to take the interpreters to 
the people! 
  
In a session on "binge-watching bears," I learned how Katmai National 
Park is connecting millions of people to wildlife in their park through the 
use of webcams. Now, people are watching Katmai's brown bears from 
all fifty states and most countries around the world. In another session, 
I experienced a virtual field trip to Dinosaur National Monument. In 
person, about one thousand students can visit Dinosaur National 
Monument for field trips. Online, virtual field trips book up immediately 
and have students from across the globe.  
  

 

 

 

Karen at Scholarship Luncheon 



These virtual visits inspired one viewer to become a Park Ranger. 
Another watched the brown bears during her chemotherapy 
treatments, and she found it so beneficial that now the whole ward 
watches Katmai's webcams. Two kids even got into trouble for 
roughhousing, only to share that they were playing "Brooks River" 
(after Katmai's webcam locations). At Dinosaur National Monument, 
students from Pennsylvania and California visited the park after 
experiencing it on a virtual field trip. If you were wondering: "Are people 
actually connecting with the resource when they view it online?" All 
signs point to yes! 
  
The theme of inclusion carried through to an incredible keynote by 
Clarence Moriwaki on the Bainbridge Island Japanese American 
Exclusion Memorial and the history of Japanese Americans at 
Bainbridge Island. These 227 Japanese Americans were the first of 
120,000 to be moved to US concentration camps during World War II. 
The motto of the memorial, Nidoto Nai Yoni or "let it not happen again," 
is a powerful reminder to be vigilant in the defense of human rights. 
  
Finally, the feeling of inclusion at this year's NAI conference also 
applied to me! It can be daunting to attend a conference for the first 
time, but NAI created a welcoming, positive atmosphere from the first 
day. A First-Timer Meeting with what seemed like every staff and board 
member in NAI kicked off the conference and clued new attendees in 
to ways to get the most out of the conference, as well as people to turn 
to if we had questions. A scholarship luncheon gave scholarship 
recipients the chance to meet each other and several NAI staff 
members. Last but not least, being a first-time attendee meant that 
people walked up to introduce themselves and ask how things were 
going all week.  
  
I could not have asked for a better induction into NAI, and I am so 
thankful for the opportunity. I can't wait to see what's next! 
 
-- 
Karen Tekverk is an Engagement Specialist at the Shedd Aquarium in 
Chicago, Illinois.  
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2017 Nationals Top 10 
By April Vaos 
  
I decided to summarize the NAI National 
Conference I attended, thanks to a 
Heartland Region scholarship, by making a 
Top 10 List of the amazing things that I 
enjoyed and found helpful: 
  
10. Learning the history of the Titanic 
through the lens of one person, always 
checking to see if she would survive, was 
such a rich and interactive experience (with 
an iceberg that was actually cold). I, and 
many others, were relieved (or saddened) 
to learn the fate of our person on the 
Titanic. It was this interpretative touch that 
made me care for my person in a deeper 
way. Very poignant. 
  
9. Visiting the Spokane House on the off-site day was so enriching. I 
learned about how the fur trade affected Spokane, in a very different 
way than it did in our Heartland.  
  
8. Learning about all the new states that are now part of the Heartland 
region and getting to talk to some of the interpreters, it made me 
excited that they are part of our inspiring region and will be part of our 
regional workshops. 
  
7. Outreach, outreach, outreach. That is a theme I saw come forward 
this year in our concurrent sessions and it makes me proud. We are all 
striving to outreach to new age groups, communities, and to others not 
like ourselves. This is such an important and great lesson we have 
learned, that we never stop holding out a hand and trying to reach new 
people. 
  
6. The awards dinner highlighted a few of the remarkable interpreters 
out there. They are innovative, passionate, and always willing to help 
out when needed. Hearing about all the award winners was inspiring. 
  
5. All of the technology sessions I attended that will help me connect 
with people in new ways, from podcasts and geocaching to virtual field 
trips. I always find it incredible how open and ready our field is to bring 
in new ways to interact with visitors and help use technology to 
connect with our sites. 
  
4. Hearing Clarence Horiwaki speak was a pleasure and an emotional 
experience. He made the topic relevant and it connected, really making 
me think how it relates to current events. What still resonates with me 
is the motto of his site, "Let it not happen again," so powerful and 
thought-provoking, so interpretative. 
  
3. With so much information it was hard to believe there were only 10 
concurrent sessions but so much is learned from each it's hard to 



choose what you want to take back and start working on first. Thank 
you to all those who brought their knowledge and ideas to help better 
our profession. 
  
2. Reconnecteing with those I have met before and meeting new 
friends. Our community is inclusive, caring and giving and that is 
something I am so thankful for. We share freely and care deeply, which 
is a very empowering group of people to stand with. 
  
1. I am so excited for the 2018 National Conference in New Orleans, 
Louisiana. Not only do National conferences help to give us ideas and 
network, but it also gives us a renewed sense of purpose when we see 
that others are doing astounding jobs in interpretation, which pushes 
us to be even better version of ourselves. 
Thank you again to the Heartland region and especially the scholarship 
committee, who does so much work to make these scholarships 
possible. These scholarships are truly great opportunities to help our 
region get out and see what is going on in the national level and let 
those nationally see what we are doing that is great.   
  
-- 
April Vaos is an Environmental Educator with Lake County Forest 
Preserves. She received the Heartland Region Master Frontline 
Interpreter Award in 2016. 
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Naturally Yours: Tips and Advice for Dating an 
Interpretive Naturalist 
By Alex Palmer   
  
So you want to date a naturalist. Or 
perhaps you are already dating one. 
  
Who can blame you? Valentine's 
Day is just a few months away, and 
naturalists are known to have a 
dreamy and wondrous sense of the 
world. They are always observing 
what's around them, taking time to 
admire each flower, look under 
every rock, and observe every bird 
that passes by, all the while 
expressing colorful admiration for every butterfly or moth that flutters 
past. And more often than not naturalists are an open book, happily 
telling you about the amazing natural wonders around them, and 
opening your mind to things you might have never have known. And 
naturalists are always eager to get outside, rain or shine, to explore a 
new trail or to try and catch a new frog species with a child-like sense 
of enthusiasm and excitement.  
  



Yes, interpretive naturalists are dreamy, free-spirited, and curious 
creatures. But unless you, too, are a naturalist, you may find some of 
their behaviors a little bit excessive at times. Perhaps an eight-mile 
hike up a steep ravine isn't necessarily your idea of every day fun, or 
flipping through a wildflower field guide is not exactly how you envision 
relaxing on your day off. So what can you do to ensure your happiness 
as well as the happiness of the naturalist you are dating?  
  
First, it's important to understand the essence of what an interpretive 
naturalist truly is. Let's break that into two parts: interpretive and 
naturalist. As resource interpreters, their job is doing what you have no 
doubt experienced on romantic evening walks with your naturalist: 
sharing their knowledge and enthusiasm for the natural world in hopes 
of inspiring others to treasure and care for our natural resources. 
Whereas others might consider nature walks just a nice thing to do 
every once in a while, routine nature walks are an essential activity that 
confirms an interpretive naturalist's sense of place and purpose. 
Ideally, they need to get out in nature on a daily basis or otherwise they 
can go a little stir-crazy. 
  
Secondly, naturalists love nature. They love to identify plants and 
animals or conduct bio-blitzes (rapid surveys of the different organisms 
found in a natural area)...for fun. In fact, they are even willing to spend 
an entire day driving from site to site (what I like to call "park-hopping") 
just to check out different natural areas.  
  
They enjoy teaching others about the wonders of nature, and they are 
always striving to expand their understanding of the natural world... 
and I mean always! Whether at work, at home, or on vacation they 
have a nonstop itch to explore the ecological sciences that must be 
scratched sooner rather than later. And on days where you would 
rather relax at home instead of hiking up a mountain, or on nights 
where you would prefer to bar-hop instead of park-hop, you might find 
yourself somewhat burnt out!  
  
Here are some of the challenges you might face when your significant 
other has his or her heart somewhere out in the wilderness:  
  
"Let's go on an eight mile hike through a steep ravine to look for 
salamanders!" 
A few times per month naturalists need to get out and have a "field 
day." Doing so helps them to satisfy their craving to explore the natural 
world, but for non-naturalists it can be a bit much to spend an entire 
day aimlessly bushwhacking through a thicket. At times it might be best 
for you to stay home and let your naturalist have the time he or she 
needs to immerse themselves in nature. As a compromise, you could 
suggest shorter trips or more relaxed nature walks on which you could 
accompany them on. Naturalists love to have a companion alongside 
them, so they should be willing to compromise by planning outings with 
you that are a little more reasonable.  
  
"Ohhh, what's this?" 
An adventure is always a few footsteps away when you're on a date 
with a naturalist! Be prepared for an unexpected outdoor adventure at 
any given time. Whenever you go out with a naturalist, be prepared for 



him or her to grab you by the hand and pull you into a garden, 
woodland, nature trail, or other wild place. Even during so called 
"urban hikes" you might end up somehow chasing a dragonfly through 
a field or sniffing every flower in a garden. Be sure to bring a water 
bottle with you and perhaps some sunscreen or bug spray, just in case. 
  
"It's the end of the world!" 
Although in the workplace naturalists assume a positive attitude when 
working with school groups or the public, behind closed doors they can 
be outspoken bleeding hearts and sometimes downright pessimists. 
Let's face it, the world is filled with pressing environmental problems 
including global warming, loss of biodiversity, pollution, invasive 
species, and other threats. It's easy for a naturalist to become 
vulnerable to a constant "doom and gloom" mentality. This is where 
you, their romantic partner, can step in and remind them of the good 
work that they do. Ask them to imagine how much worse things would 
be if the world did not have naturalists like them teaching others about 
environmental stewardship. And remind them that one of the reasons 
you love and care about them is because of their passion and work 
ethic.  
  
"Nothing ever changes, I'm not making enough of a difference!" 
Naturalists are often ambitious professionals with a mission to save the 
world, and as such they can be vulnerable to burning out, which might 
not always make your Friday nights the most cheerful one. Change 
comes slowly, and it might be surprising to know that only about 5-10% 
of the general population needs to adjust their behavior to make a 
positive impact on the Earth, according to various social research 
experts. While naturalists certainly have their work cut out for them, all 
of them have the ability to reach out to enough people to make a 
significant impact. So tell your naturalist to cheer up and enjoy the time 
that you have together now! And enough rants about invasive species 
already! Sometimes it can be nice to just stop and smell the roses, 
regardless if they are the invasive Multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora) or 
the native Pasture Rose (R. carolina).  
  
There's nothing more exotic or romantic than dating a naturalist! You 
will never get bored, and you'll see and learn about things you never 
imagined! So on your next evening out admiring moths, be sure to slow 
down and take some time to admire each other before you embark on 
your next journey through the brush. 
  
-- 
Alex Palmer is a naturalist at Sand Ridge Nature Center in the Forest 
Preserves of Cook County. He can be reached at 
alexander.palmer@cookcountyil.gov.  
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Heartland Region Media 

Find out more about workshops, scholarships, mini-grants, and the 
Heartland Region in general! Please note the sites below now reflect 
our embracing of "Heartland Region" in place of "Region 5" and update 
your records accordingly.   

 Website: http://naiheartlandregion.weebly.com/

 Twitter: https://twitter.com/NAIHeartland

 Facebook: www.facebook.com/NAIHeartlandRegion

Return to Top 

Around the Region:   
Workshops, Resources, and Announcements 

NAI CERTIFICATION and CONFERENCE OPPORTUNITIES 
Inclusive Interpretation: Interpreting for Guests with Various 
Needs 
December 5, 2017 
Online 
More information on the workshop website. 

Certified Interpretive Guide (CIG) Training Workshops 
The Certified Interpretive Guide program is designed for anyone who 
delivers interpretive programs to the public. It combines both the 
theoretical foundations of the profession with practical skills in 
delivering quality interpretive programming to visitors. 

Scenic Safaris 
December 4-7, 2017 
Jackson, Wyoming 
Visit the workshop website for more information. 

Forest Park Nature Center 
January 29 and February 5, 12, and 19, 2018 
Peoria Heights, Illinois 
Visit the workshop website for more information. 

Brookfield Zoo 
February 12-16, 2018 
Brookfield, Illinois 
Visit the workshop website for more information. 

Certified Interpretive Host (CIH) Training Workshop 
This course is designed for staff or volunteers who have contact with 
the public, but do not necessarily lead interpretive programs. Anyone 
age 16 or over with a desire to increase their knowledge and skills 
related to customer service and interpretation may participate. 

http://naiheartlandregion.weebly.com/
https://twitter.com/NAIHeartland
http://www.facebook.com/NAIHeartlandRegion
http://www.interpnet.com/NAI/interp/Events/NAI_Regional_Workshops/nai/_events/NAI_Regional_Workshops.aspx?hkey=6745e669-2651-4625-928a-a890298fa53b
https://www.interpnet.com/nai/nai/_events/Event_Display.aspx?EventKey=CIG120417C
https://www.interpnet.com/nai/nai/_events/Event_Display.aspx?EventKey=CIG012918
https://www.interpnet.com/nai/nai/_events/Event_Display.aspx?EventKey=CIG021218


 
Brookfield Zoo Conservation Leadership Center 
March 7-8, 2018 
Brookfield, Illinois 
Visit the workshop website for more information.  

 
NAI Webinars 
Don't forget about NAI's webinars! Check them out here! 
 
NAI Credits 
Members can now earn credit toward conference registration fees, 
membership renewals, and re-certification fees in one of two ways: 
referring a new NAI member or serving as a peer reviewer for certain 
documents. If you have ever done either of those in the past, you may 
have credits available. A new section on your "My Account" page on 
the NAI website lists credits available on your account -- Please note 
that they do expire.  
  
   
EXTERNAL WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES, and  
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
 

Iowa Association of Naturalists - Spring Workshop 
March 14-16, 2018 
Clinton County, Iowa 
More information found on the IAN website.  
 
NatureStart Professional Development Program  
April 9-14, 2018 
Brookfield Zoo; Brookfield, Illinois 
Visit the website for more information. 
NatureStart trains informal educators to develop and facilitate early 
childhood nature play programs, create play settings for nature-based 
early learning, and more. One-day workshops are also available.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.interpnet.com/nai/nai/_events/Event_Display.aspx?EventKey=CIH030718
http://www.interpnet.com/NAI/interp/Certification/Other_Training/Webinars/nai/_certification/Webinars.aspx?hkey=7c32c73e-3c21-4540-998e-45c82a050a96
http://www.iowanaturalists.org/comm_workshops.htm
https://www.czs.org/NatureStartCourse


ANNOUNCEMENTS 

In November, Illinois-based  
interpreters got together for another 
"field trip," this time to Schulenberg 
Prairie at the Morton Arboretum to 
share ideas, learn how interpretation is 
used at other institutions, and have 
some fun! A huge thank  

you to Cindy 
Crosby for 
volunteering to 
lead a hike 
around the 
prairie. Please 
let the Illinois 
State Representative know if you would be 
interested in hosting a field trip of your own! 

Congratulations to new NAI Certified Interpretive Guides who recently 
completed the course at Fontenelle Forest in Bellevue, Nebraska, 
under the careful guidance of trainer Debbie Beck. The hard-working 
class all passed with fantastic presentations.  

Back Row (L to R): Jan Knight, Suzanne Hasiak, Trish Wakefield, Dennis Hynes. 
Front Row (L to R): Heidi Swanson, Christine Orr, Teresa Mentzer, Brooke 

Whiting. Not pictured: Rebecca Chandler. 

RESOURCES 

Find out about happenings in Environmental Education and jobs in 
Minnesota at the SEEK (Sharing Environmental Education Knowledge) 
website. Browse all Minnesota Department of Natural Resource events 
here.   

Hiking at Schulenberg Prairie 

Host (and group 
photographer) Cindy 

Crosby. 

http://www.seek.state.mn.us/
http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/education/index.html
http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/education/index.html


  
Looking for a job or internship? Don't forget to check out these great 
resources from NAI and the Heartland Region! 
NAI's Career Center (National Office) 
NAI Heartland Region Job Board 
SEEK (Minnesota) 
MyCountyParks (Iowa; seasonal and full-time)     
  
Call for Articles: InterpNEWS 
If you are interested in submitted articles and/or research to this free, 
international heritage interpretation e-magazine, please contact John 
Veverka (CIT, CIP, NAI Fellow) at jvainterp@aol.com. Click here for 
more information on InterpNEWs. 
  
 

  Return to Top 

 
 

Contact NAI Heartland Region Leadership 
   

Executive Board  
Director: Bob Carter, 815.238.7930, bob@interpworld.com 
Deputy Director: Laura Jones, lmkohn3@hotmail.com 
Deputy Director Elect: Heather Hucka, hhucka@storycountyiowa.gov 
Treasurer: Becky Stokes Lambert, 815.987.8844,  

beckylambert@rockfordparkdistrict.org 
Secretary: Nina Baki, 312.590.6361, nina.baki@cookcountyil.gov 
Secretary Elect: Jessica Greensmith, Jlgreensmith2@gmail.com 
   
State & Province Representatives 
Illinois: Suzy Lyttle, slyttle@fpdwc.org   
Iowa: Beth Waage, ewaage@storycountyiowa.gov  
Manitoba: Sloan Cathcart, 204.945.4375, sloan.cathcart@gov.mb.ca 
Minnesota: Jeff Boland, 507.467.2437, Jeff.Boland@eagle-bluff.org 
Montana: Amanda Hagerty, ahagerty@wildmontana.org  
Nebraska: Jamie Vann, 402.731.3140, ext. 1009,  

jvann@fontenelleforest.org 
North Dakota: Erika Kolbow, 701.594.4445, ekolbow@gmail.com 
Nunavut: Vacant   
Saskatchewan: Sloan Cathcart, 204.945.4375,  

sloan.cathcart@gov.mb.ca 
South Dakota: Jody Moats, 605.232.0873, jody.moats@state.sd.us 
Wisconsin: Megan Espe, Megan.Espe@uwsp.edu  
Wyoming: Stacy Moore, samoore@blm.gov   
   
Student Chapter Representatives 
Black Hills State University: Christine McCart, 605.642.6027, 

christine.mccart@bhsu.edu  
Iowa State University: Dr. Tim Steward, 515.294.1644  

twstewar@iastate.edu 
University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point: Brenda Lackey,  

715.346.2076, brenda.lackey@uwsp.edu  
  
 

https://www.interpnet.com/NAI/interp/Career_Center/nai/_resources/Career_Center/Career_Center.aspx?hkey=2ff5e8bf-f88e-4124-8284-ef07c5b14054
http://naiheartlandregion.weebly.com/job-postings.html
https://www.seek.state.mn.us/jobs
http://www.mycountyparks.com/Jobs/Default.aspx
http://www.heritageinterp.com/interpnews.html
http://www.heritageinterp.com/interpnews.html


Committee Chairs 
Awards: Jen Guest, 815.722.1648, jguest@fpdwc.org 
Scholarships: Jenny Sazama, 847.968.3482, jsazama@lcfpd.org  
Elections: Lydia Austin, 605.673.3390, lydia_austin@nps.gov  
Mini Grants: Debra Nowak, 920.766.4733,  

debra-thousandisland@new.rr.com 
Membership: Valerie Coduto, 815.547.7935,  
       valeriecoduto@rockfordparkdistrict.org  
   
Media Services 
Newsletter Editor: Lilly Jensen, 563.534.7145, 

education@winneshiekwild.com  
Website Administrator: Trish Greninger, 815.479.5779, 

trishgreninger@gmail.com  
  
  

Return to Top 
  

Contact the Editor 

 

Lilly Jensen, Buffalo Bull Editor 

Education and Outreach Coordinator 
Winneshiek County Conservation  
2546 Lake Meyer Road 
Fort Atkinson, Iowa 52144 
563.534.7145 
education@winneshiekwild.com  
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